
“Metabolic Healthy Obesity” –a more balanced view on overnutrition  
 

An expedition starting from the “Weight Paradigm,” with a short stopover at the 

“Mediterranean Diet,” a meeting with “you are not fat, you are beautiful,” and a short rest at 

“Health at Every Size”, to “Metabolic Healthy Obesity.” 

 

Overnutrition is a meaningful evolutionary mechanism 

 

Our evolutionary past troubles us with a major risk factor for non-communicable diseases 

(NCDs): Overnutrition. Overnutrition easily turns into obesity, and the condition is difficult to 

get rid of again. For instance, metabolic mechanisms of total energy expenditure (TEE) limit the 

chance of losing extra kilograms by exercise (1, 2). Without the ability to store energy as fat, our 

forefathers would not have survived periods of severe starvation. Evolution shaped our organism, 

assisting us in surviving a very harsh environment as hunters and gatherers. The species “homo” 

appeared some 4.2 million years ago, with Australopithecus anamnesis  evolving, until “Homo 

sapiens” arrived on the scene around 300.000 years back. 

 

“Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution,” so the title of a review paper 

from Dobzhansky (1973), a recognized geneticist (3). So, how come discrediting a meaningful, 

evolutionary process as a major risk factor for non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and death, 

and even using rigorous measures to control overnutrition and obesity. To deal with health risks 

by drastic means or even force has a diverse effect on the society, initiating resistance and 

refusing to comply.  

 

The “struggle” against obesity 

 

Circumstances containing the control of overnutrition and obesity are less overbearing than what 

is utilized by direct and indirect force for vaccination during the spread of “Covid-19”. 

Admittingly, the burden on the health delivery system caused by NCDs is a global health 

problem. Among other reasons, overnutrition and obesity are major driving forces for the 

worldwide expansion of “lifestyle diseases” (4). Overnutrition is recognized as an epidemic of 

global magnitude (5). To reduce overnutrition and obesity, widespread behavioral changes are 

necessary but difficult to achieve. A range of dietary intervention methods is worked out and 

based on several behavioral models (6). Several population-based dietary intervention projects 

were conducted with controversial results and lacking sustainability (7). An even more drastic 

attempt is the suggestion to change health behavior through price policies (8).  

  

Attempts were made to address the problem of NCDs on the level of the United Nations (UN) 

and the World Health Organization (WHO). NCDs are included in the Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs) under number 3 (9), and a High-Level Meeting of the UN at New York addressed 

the problem in 2011. The meeting results were disappointing, and similarly, the SDGs targets are 

labeled “vague, weak or meaningless” (10).  

 

Despite all efforts on the policy level, obesity and overweight remained to increase over the 

years. Most recent population surveys, such as from the UK, underlined the problematic 

situation. By investigating the data from 2.9 million persons, the Body Mass Index (BMI) over 
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24.9 kg/m2, correlated with “twelve obesity-related outcomes” (11). The diseases and health-

related factors included type 2 diabetes (T2D), osteoarthritis, cardiovascular disease, and 

increased mortality. The hazard ratio of a BMI of 40 kg/m2 and higher amounted to 12.4 for 

T2D, 3.46 for heart failure, and 3.21 for hypertension, with very narrow confidence intervals 

(11). Results like this request countermeasures. Propagation of a desirable weight and body 

shape continues but with limited effect (12). The commercial sector stepped in (13), and specific 

dietary schemes developed as dogma for those wanting to reduce their weight.  

 

The uprising of the frustrated 

 

To control the weight is easy to call for but difficult for many. It is not uncommon that after 

tormenting oneself, finally accomplishing losing some kilograms, being discouraged after a short 

while by gaining those kilograms again or even exceeding the former overweight. The frustration 

results in reduced self-esteem or even eating disorders (14). Increasing awareness about the 

burden of “obesity-related costs” on the health delivery system adds to the danger of 

discrimination and stigmatization for a growing proportion of the overweight population (15).  

 

As one could have expected, the repercussion surfaced. A debate developed about the 

individual's responsibility about weight and size, propelled forward by social media but less so 

from the medical sector  (16, 17). The slogan “you are not fat, you are beautiful” is well known 

but not always appreciated. Groups of people started to meet, such as a “body-positive outdoor 

group” mentioned in a recent publication in science (18). In the USA, civil rights groups are 

active such as the “National Association to Advance Fat Acceptance” and the “Council on Size 

and Weight Discrimination” (19).  

 

“Health at Every Size” (HAES) 

 

The “weight-loss paradigm” advised everybody to be thin for good health and happiness. Those 

with overweight overeat and are too immobile. By dieting, everybody can be thin, happy, and 

healthy. Within the framework of medicine and public health, a paradigm shift was suggested, 

away from concentrating on weight toward “Health at Every Size” (HAES) (19-21). The HAES 

paradigm argued that neither thinness is necessarily healthy nor fat unhealthy and unappealing. 

People naturally have different body shapes and sizes, and dieting might even lead to weight gain 

and risk messing up eating habits. Mainly medical sociology was eager to support HAES, 

encouraging one to accept one own body as it is and rely on “internal regularly processes such as 

hunger and satiety.”  

 

The concept was not outright rejected from the viewpoint of public health but requested 

“empirical evidence” that HEAS works on a population basis and voiced irritation about some 

sort of “ideological debate” (22). The critique to be too enthusiastic in promoting HEAS isn’t 

baseless. For instance, Bacon and Amphramor (2011) denigrated the result of an investigation 

showing that being overweight was associated with the increased risk of mortality by stating that 

this conclusion was only achieved by “restricting the analysis in excluding 78 percent of death” 

(19). It wasn’t mentioned that the investigation, published in the New England Journal of 

Medicine, investigated 1.46 million white adults, attempted to exclude the confounder of 

“smoking” from the result (23). To be strict in following one paradigm, rejecting an opposite 
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one, isn’t very wise. It has been known for quite some time that overnutrition and obesity are 

severe risks for NCDs and mortality, but that doesn’t hold for everyone being corpulent.  

 

Where fat is stored matters – the Mediterranean Diet 

 

It was recognized around 1960 that the dietary pattern of countries around the Mediterranean Sea 

caused fewer cardiovascular diseases than what was consumed in Northern Europe or the United 

States (24). The difference was the quality, not the quantity of food eaten. The calory intake was 

comparable. Ironically, it was Ancel Keys, together with his wife, who systematically started to 

study the health benefits of the Mediterranean diet (25). Keys, an outstanding scientist in 

physiology and nutrition, very much supported the weight and fat paradigm, exploring the 

connection of fat and cholesterol with cardiovascular diseases. He designed the diet for the 

American soldiers in World War II, and the Body Mass Index (BMI) can be tracked down to 

him. The Mediterranean diet is rich in vegetables, fruits, legumes, grains, and unsaturated fat 

such as olive oil (26). The latter, in the form of “extra virgin olive oil” (EVOO), is considered to 

be beneficial (27). The diet is associated with a “gynoid” body shape, the one observed more 

often in women and is negatively associated with risk factors for cardiovascular diseases (28, 

29).  

 

That body fat distribution relates to differences in health risks has been suspected for some time. 

The two main fat accumulation areas are over the stomach and the hips. Formerly called apple-, 

and pears shape, more professionally called gynoid and android fat distribution, and nowadays 

commonly addressed as visceral- and subcutaneous distribution. More recently, the difference in 

fat distribution in the body of males and females is of interest, and differences in dietary intake 

and the genetic influence on body fat distribution. Compared with Europeans, Asians have more, 

and Africans have less visceral fat. It could be that Asians might be more prone to type 2 

diabetes mellitus (T2DM) compared to Africans and Europeans (30) since visceral fat stored in 

the abdomen is riskier for health compared to subcutaneous fat at thigs, arms, and the backside 

(31, 32).  

 

Adipocytes come in different colors  

 

The dissemination of fat at different positions and the kind of adipose tissue determines the 

nutritional status and health. Fat cells are called adipocytes. There are three types of fat tissue 

related to different functions, white, brown, and beige. White fatty tissue stores surplus energy. 

Clusters of small brown-like white adipocytes within the white fat tissue are described as beige 

adiposities. The brown adipose tissue (BAT), when activated, generates heat and mobilizes lipids 

and glucose, among other metabolizes (33).  

 

Thinness is not necessarily healthy, and obesity is not always evil  

 

The association of overnutrition and obesity with cardiovascular diseases and T2DM is more 

complex than previously thought. To gain weight might be even due to certain medications. A 

common drug to treat T2DM (thiazolidinediones) lets patients gain weight as subcutaneous fat 

but reduce insulin resistance (34, 35). Furthermore, thinness is not necessarily healthy. In an 

extensive metanalysis about all-cause mortality, grade 1 obesity (BMI 30 to <35) was not 
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associated with mortality, obesity 2 and 3 (BMI ≥35) significantly increased all-cause mortality, 

but overweight (25 to <30) reduced considerably all-cause mortality compared to normal weight 

(18.5 to <25) (36). However, a comment indicated that instead of categorizing weight by BMI 

groups, the use of continuous BMI variation and the effects of lifespan on mortality would be 

more valid (37). Nevertheless, lifestyle factors play a role as well. Not smoking, moderate 

alcohol intake, daily exercise for about half an hour, and a diet rich in vegetables and fruits could 

modify the risk pattern of overweight and obese individuals compared to normal weight persons 

(38). In clinical practice, patients turn up being overweight and even grossly obese without 

metabolic “disfunction” (18).  

 

The “Metabolically Healthy Obesity” 

 

Metabolic “disfunction” connects to factors itemized in the “metabolic syndrome” (39). Several 

studies related BMI categories to metabolic health (40), and the term “metabolic healthy obesity” 

(MHO) is now in use (41). However, there are various definitions of metabolic health (42). Even 

acknowledging that types of obesity are less harmful than others; still, the connection of obesity 

to diabetes, CVD, and many other diseases is evident. The results of the re-assessment of the 

“Nurses’ Health Study” (NHS), a prospective cohort study, revealed that (43).  

 

The “Nurses’ Health Study” – characterization of MHO 

 

The NHS recruited over 120 thousand female nurses aged 30 to 55. A self-administered 

questionnaire about lifestyle, health behavior, and medical history provided the information for 

the assessment. Follow-up questionnaires, exchanged by mail every two years, achieved a 

response rate of more than 90% (44). From 90.257 women, followed up from1980 to 2010, the 

incidence of cardiovascular diseases was recorded (43). BMI categories were related to 

metabolic health, as defined by an absence of diabetes, hypertension, and hypercholesterolemia. 

In addition, the change of the metabolic health status during follow-up was evaluated as well. 

Females with an MHO over the observation time still were at risk for cardiovascular diseases 

(CVD) compared with women with a healthy normal weight. However, the risk for the group 

with an MHO throughout 30 years was lower than those with MHO, who turned to develop 

“metabolic unhealthy obesity” (MUO) within the observation time. The initial MHO group 

converted to 84% to have MUO, while women initially being in a metabolic health status 

developed to 68% the risks of CVD. Particularly diabetes and hypertension increased the risk for 

CVD for the initially metabolic healthy women. For unhealthy metabolic women, the risk for 

CVD is high, regardless of their BMI.  

 

Definition and prevalence of MHO 

 

The results found by re-assessing the NHS point to two major aspects: MOH, even after being 

maintained for some time, still is a risk factor for CVD, and MHO tends to convert into MUO. 

Besides realizing the existence of MOH within the population, the extent of the condition is of 

interest as well. The spread out of MHO in the population depends on the definition of what it 

means to be metabolically healthy.  

 



In proposing a new definition, two databases from major cohorts from the United States (US) 

(third National Health Examination Survey -NHAMES-III) and the United Kingdom (UK 

Biobank cohort) were utilized to quantify metabolically healthy and unhealthy people of 

different BMI categories (45). BMI categories comprised of normal weight (18.5-29.9), 

overweight (25.0-29.9), and obesity (≥ 30.0). Besides BMI, waist circumference and waist-to-

hip ratio, and blood pressure were included in the evaluation. Besides the biomarkers known 

from the “metabolic syndrome,” Hemoglobin A1c (HBA1c), Alanine aminotransferase, and 

gamma -Glutamyl transferase was also assessed. HBA1c was available only from the NHAMES-

III study. A wide variety of baseline characteristics and behavioral determinants, such as 

medication, were considered too. Metabolic health was defined as a systolic blood pressure less 

than 130 mmHg, no blood pressure-lowering medication, no self-reported diabetes, and a waist-

to-hip ratio less than 0.95 for women and less than 1.03 for men. The Cox proportional hazard 

regression was applied to associate total and CVD mortality with the independent variables.  

 

The hazard ratio for blood pressure-lowering medication and CVD mortality was raised to be 2.41 

(95% CI, 1.50-3.87) and for total mortality 2.05 (CI, 1.47-2.84). Also, diabetes and the 

combination of systolic blood pressure and the waist-for-hip ratio were significantly linked to CVD 

and total mortality. Compared with metabolically healthy normal weight, MHO was not associated 

with CVD and total mortality if BMI did not exceed 40 (45). The proportion of being metabolically 

healthy for the US cohort amounted to 80% for women and 75% for men in case of a normal 

weight, 56%, and 55% respectively for overnutrition, and 42% and 32% for obese people. For the 

UK cohort, the distribution of metabolically healthy people according to the different nutritional 

status was less favorable, probably because the UK cohort's average age was higher than the US 

one (18, 45).  

 

Exploring the genes didn’t provide the answers expected 

 

The genome wide association studies (GWAS) made it clear that searching for one gene to one 

particular function wasn’t as successful and easy as expected. To understand the “genetic 

architecture” of common diseases, a stepwise approach from variants to the precise cause of a 

disease is necessary. For instance, there are more than 20 genes known to influence BMI (46, 

47). Since the polymorphism with an illness or a trait is hidden in the noncoding region of the 

genome, it is difficult to “identify the causative gene …..and difficult to establish the direction of 

action and the precise mechanism of its effect on the phenotype” (48, 49). A recent short review 

about the genetic background of the human biology of adiposity expressed some “skepticism 

regarding the power of human genetics to illuminate biology.” A picture in the publication 

showing various couples, and females with different profiles, is underlined with the conclusion 

that “ there is considerable variation in human body weight, which is strongly influenced by 

genetic variants that often regulate appetite” (50).  

 

Sixteen genes with rare “nonsynonymous” variants were associated with BMI and expressed in 

the brain, controlling appetite and energy balance (51). Variances in the genes might differ 

between population groups. The variance of the MC4R gene, for instance, contributes to obesity 

more often in Mexico compared to the UK. For the UK, it was found that an MC4R loss-of-

function variant is linked to obesity at a younger age (52).  
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Meet the friendly “Adiponectin” from the fat tissue, shaking hands with “Leptin and Ghrelin.” 

 

Not only the genetic setting according to age and population groups plays a role, but, as MHO 

suggests, there are “genetic loci that uncouple excess adiposity from its comorbidities” (53). 

There are sixty-two loci of “which the same allele is significantly associated with higher and 

lower cardiometabolic risk.” Genes of the loci were expressed in the adipose tissue, and 

“regulatory” variants influenced “nearby genes… affecting ...adipocyte differentiation”. Genes 

were identified to be related to important metabolic purposes, i.e., fat distribution, adipocyte 

function, insulin-glucose signaling, energy expenditure and fatty acid oxidation, browning of 

white adipose tissue, and inflammation. 

 

It has been known for some time that fat tissue, here the white adipose tissue (WAT), is not only 

the storage place for excess calories in the form of fat. The fat tissue interacts with the 

autonomous nervous, endocrinological, and immunological systems (54). The central role of the 

adipocyte is to regulate nutrient and energy homeostasis, and mediators for this metabolic aspect 

are adiponectin, leptin, and fatty acids (55). 

 

Leptin and its antagonist ghrelin are hormones to regulate food intake. Ghrelin is secreted by 

several organs, among others by the mucosa of the stomach. It is increased before meal intake 

and termed the hunger hormone. It decreases after food ingestions. As counteraction, leptin 

stimulates food intake and helps in mobilizing energy expenditure. The adipocytes dominate in 

secreting the hormone (56, 57).  

 

Adiponectin enhances insulin sensitivity and sustains healthy adipose tissue. It appears to 

“encourage the ‘healthy’ expansion of adipose tissue.” The hormone acts on the fat cell and 

increases glucose uptake and adipogenesis, and adipocyte lipid storage. An increase in fat mass 

stimulates leptin excretion. Independently leptin increases adipose tissue lipolysis. Lipolysis 

triggered by leptin provides fatty acids, which influence glucose uptake through GLUT4. Under 

the influence of leptin, through the peripheral nervous system, lipolysis is initiated (55).  

 

 

The mouse weighing the equivalent of 270 kg in man 

 

For studying the complex metabolic regulations and interferences of adiponectin, genetically 

engineered mice are used, overproducing adiponectin but deficient in leptin (ob/ob). The mice 

tend to become grossly overweight with 130 g, which equals 270 kg for men. Yet, the mice 

remain metabolic healthy, even with improved insulin resistance and without developing 

diabetes (18). Unfortunately for the mice, their MHO doesn’t let them live as long as healthy 

mice should, but because of their weight, they can’t keep their balance and flip over or get stuck 

and die because of dehydration.  

 

In mice an artificial overexpression of adiponectin can be stimulated to test the hormone's 

function up to its limits. The mice, even grossly overweight, remained “metabolically healthy.” 

However, an adiponectin “null mouse” developed aggravated glucose and lipid metabolism 

disturbances. The disorders increased with age and resulted in a shortened life span. When 

applying a transgenic mouse model with “elevated circulating adiponectin levels,” improved 
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insulin sensitivity was observed, fewer age-related metabolic ailments, along health span, and an 

improved median life span (58). Yet, due to a polymorphism at the adiponectin gene, people with 

altered adiponectin regulation increased the risk of developing diabetes and insulin resistance 

(59, 60).  

 

Not the amount of fat nor the weight and BMI indicate whether the person’s metabolism is 

healthy or not. Still, other factors such as adiponectin concentration play a more critical role.  

  

Outlook 

 

Scientists interested in expanding our knowledge about health and the metabolism, while 

admitting that obesity doesn’t necessarily signify ill health,  always are eager to add that they 

don’t mean one shouldn’t forget that obesity remains a serious health problem (18). Cautiously it 

is stated that fat doesn’t cause lifestyle diseases for obese people independently, but other factors 

are involved as well. It is underlined by those working in genetics and those exploring the active 

role of the fat tissue in the metabolism that the mechanisms aren’t fully understood.  

 

Those worrying that obesity will be taken less and less seriously, it is pointed out, that MHO 

individuals may have a lower risk to suffer from CVD and diabetes. However, their risk is still 

higher compared to healthy lean persons. Those to classify as MHO are reminded that it is a 

good idea to still work on losing weight since the condition is proofed to be transient (61). It is 

concluded by Brüher (2020) that MHO should not be considered a safe condition, which doesn’t 

require obesity treatment. The author somehow justifies the concept of MHO in that it may guide 

decision-making for a personalized and risk stratified obesity treatment (61).  

 

How to compromise between the paradigm “decrease weight, while overweight and obese” and 

the “Health at Every Size (HAES).” Maybe the conclusion of a publication, twenty years ago, 

can help. The title read: “Health obesity: A heritable neurobehavioral disorder that is highly 

sensitive to environmental conditions” (62). The conclusion is cited word by word, to 

demonstrate how diplomatic even scientists, two decades ago, phrased a view opposed to  a well-

accepted paradigm by the majority: “We argue that a view of obesity that emphasizes the 

profound biological basis for inter-individual difference in responding to the challenge of 

achieving a healthy control of nutrient intake, should result in a more enlightened attitude toward 

people with obesity with a consequent reduction in their experience of social and economic 

discrimination.”  
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